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Welcome Class of 2021! 
 
My name is Jason Chavez and I am the Student Body President. I am honored to stand in front 
of this important, intelligent, and hardworking class. I have had the honor to get to know some of 
you and I cannot wait to get to meet more of you. As the student body president, it is my duty to 
serve you all and advocate for things that affect our student body. 
 
I want to welcome you to The College of St. Scholastica, your campus, and your home. Most 
importantly, I want to congratulate each and everyone of you, for being accepted, attending, and 
for already leaving a mark at our institution.  
 
Over the next few years, you will all embark this new journey that will be fantastic and will have 
its own set of obstacles. You will meet new lifelong friends, grow in maturity, become 
responsible, overcome barriers, and leave a legacy.  
 
You will experience all nighters, times in the BWC, eat at GDR, admire our beautiful castle, and 
most importantly you will discover yourself.  
 
When I first came in as a freshmen, I had many fears. What if I did not make any friends? What 
if me and my roommate do not get along? What if classes are too hard? What I learned is that 
we need to step out of our comfort zones in order to grow and overcome these obstacles. Go 
the extra mile and meet new people, bond with your roommate, and talk to your professors. We 
have small class sizes which means we get special attention from our professors. We have a 
small and close campus community which makes it easier for everyone to know each other.  
 
At CSS, we have many opportunities to become successful and to step outside your comfort 
zone. We have a ton of clubs, sports, intramurals, service trips, study abroads and activities. I 
have made great friends here at CSS that gave me the privilege to go to their home country. I 
was able to go to the US Virgin Islands as a study abroad and I have been the president of 
numerous student organizations on campus. It took me getting out of my comfort zone to make 
it all possible.  



 
If you could now look to the person next to you and everyone else in this auditorium. Every 
single person in this room comes with different backgrounds, experiences, families, identities 
that we all must respect and acknowledge. You are all fresh, have some type of nervousness 
about the next stage of your new life. BUT there is one thing in common. WE ARE ALL SAINTS.  
 
As SAINTS we are called to embrace our benedictine values to ensure we make everyone feel 
welcomed. 
 
 
Throughout your journey here at CSS ask yourself, if you are doing what is needed to succeed?  

 
Today I am honored to sit in a room full of future Doctor’s, Nurses, Government Officials, Social 
Workers, Accountants, Physical Therapists, and people with jobs that are yet to be created.  
 
I want to end this with a quote,  
 
“Life's a journey. You are never dealt the hand you desire. You will come up against obstacles                 
that are tough. Questions that cannot be answered or a relationship you will have problems in.                
Your heart will beat, you will sweat. You will cry your eyes out , and You will quit…, and try                    
again. Every obstacle you see in life is achievable. You must overcome the obstacles that are in                 
you.To overcome yourself is the key to happiness. Remember, Our deepest fear is not that we                
are inadequate, our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond all measure”. 
 
Class of 2021, go out there and change the world. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Jason Chavez 
Student Body President  


